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Tags and seals technologies demonstration

In June 1993, the Department of Energy conducted a demonstration of
the ability to tag and seal potential nuclear material containers appropriate
for the U.S.-Russian conversion of highly enriched uranium (HEU) to low-
enrichment uranium (LEU). Begun in the Office of Arms Control and
Nonproliferation, the task was carried out after DOE's reorganization by the
Qffice of Research and Development. Tags and seals that were previously
developed at the DOE national laboratories and under the sponsorship of
the Defense Nuclear Agency were demonstrated on three possible contain-
ers: the Department of Transportation Specification 6M HEU container, the
AT-400R HEU container, and the Type 30B uranium hexafluoride cylinder.

The cover
Observers from the Department

of Energy and the Defense
Nuclear Agency watch as a
tag/seal is applied to a uranium
hexafluoride cylinder during the
demonstration held at Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant.

Thepurposeof ArmsControland
NonproliferationTechnologiesis to enhance
communicationbetweenthe technologists

whodevelopmeansto

verifycompliancewith
agreementsandthe
policymakerswho
negotiateagreements.
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uranium (LEU) commingling
processes and suggests applica-
ble key measurement points.

ntroduction The second article, "A Frame-
work for EvaluatingTamper-
Indicating-DeviceTechnologies
(TIDs),"describes their uses,
properselection,and evaluation.
The final three articlesdiscuss the

ChristosMakris highly enriched uranium (HEU). tags andseals applicationsand
DOEOfficeof Research DOE officesresponsiblefor treaty general characteristicsof several
and Development policy and negotiationcollaborated nuclearmaterial containers: the

to invitethe Russiansto the Type 30B uranium hexafluoride
PortsmouthGaseous Diffusion container, the AT-400Rcontainer,

he desire to uniquely iden- Plant located near Piketon,Ohio, and the DOT Specification6Mtify valuables is not new to in June 1993. The visit was part of containerfor SNM.
human thought. Written history an exchange reviewof the enrich- Finally, the Appendix displays
shows that the ancient Egyptians mentfacilities in Russiaand at short descriptionsand illustrations
used seals to identify government Portsmouth.A part of the review of seven tags and seals, including:
documents, while the Babylonians was a briefinganddemonstration the E-cup and wire seal, the
used tags and seals for their trade of tags and seals currently used in python seal, the cobra seal, the
with the Indian and Chinese civi- DOE's domestic safeguard sys- tamper tape seal, the secure loop
lizations. Since the discovery of tems or undergoingresearchand inspectabletag/seal (SLITS), bolt-
nuclear fission and its subsequent development.The reader should and-loop type electronic identifica-
use in national defense, few valu- consider that the tags and seals tion devices,and the shrink-wrap
ables have been more prized than describedhere have varying char- seal.
special nuclear materials (SNM). acteristics,including cost, ease Our officegreatly appreciates
Nations currently possessing and length of time for application the ambitiouseffortsof all partici-
SNM safeguard their existing and removal, and method of verifi- pants and authors. Special thanks
inventories, while proliferant cation (visual, electronic,photo- go to the Defense Nuclear Agency
nations seek to obtain sufficient graphic, etc.). (DNA) for itssupport through
quantities of SNM to exploit This issu_ of Arms USAF Captain Roy Nelsonof
nuclear energy for military pur- Control and Nonproliferation DNA's Albuquerque Field
poses. Internationaltreaties and Technologies summarizes the Command. Captain Nelson
agreements related to safeguard- demonstrations and addresses played an integralpart in the
ing SNM often require using tags related topics. The first article, SLITS seal for this demonstration.
and seals within the material con- "Basic Nuclear Material Control Dr. Leslie Pitts, EG&GWashington
trol and accountability system, and Accountability Concepts as AnalyticalServices Center,gave

Our office recently had the Might be Applied to the Uranium valuable support in orchestrating
opportunity to exhibit current from the U.S.-Russian HEU daily activities. Mr. RichBoelens
state-of-the-art tag and seal tech- Purchase," describes safeguards of the PortsmouthGaseous
nologies as could be applied to subsystems necessary for effec- DiffusionPlant, Martin Marietta
the U.S. purchase of Russian tive nuclear material safeguards. EnergySystems, assisted the sci-

It also presents a general discus- entists in setting up their demon-
sion on HEU-to-low-enrichment strationsand obtainedthe neces-

sary nuclearmaterial containers.
We especiallythank Mr. Andrew
Bieniawski,DOE/HQ,who made
the demonstrationspossible.
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Some fundamentals
asic nuclear material o, material control

controlandaccountability and accounting

conceptsas might be Nuclear material controlNuclear material control con-

appP.iedto uranium from sists of measures designed toprevent unauthorized movement

the U.S-Russian of special nuclear materials and to
• detect theft or diversion promptly.

HEU purchase It comprises a set of managementand process controls designed to
• Assign and exercise responsibil-

ity for nuclear materials.
• Govern the movement, location,

C. Ruth Kempf both abrupt and protected diver- and use of nuclear materials.
Brookhaven National Laboratory sion or theft of nuclear materials, • Provide containment and sur-

by providing information for the veillance of nuclear materials.
assessment of threats, and by • Monitor the inventory and

O uclear material control and assisting in recovery of missing process status.accounting and physical nuclear materials. Materials • Detect unauthorized activities
protection systems are designed to accounting primarily addresses involving nuclear materials.
deter, prevent, detect, or respond the insider threat by providing • Help resolve apparent losses of
to unauthorized possession, use, detection capability for protected nuclear materials.
or sabotage of nuclear materials, theft or diversion and, in normal Material control can include:
This article presents a brief sum- operations, it is the only safe- (a) the use of barriers to access,
mary of material control and mater- guards and security element that such as secured vaults, physical
ial accoutqting fundamentals, fol- provides periodic assurance that enclosures, and access controls;
lowed by a synopsis of appropriate the nuclear materials are actually (b) channeling material through
materials accounting and materials present in the correct amounts authorized flow paths and stor-
control system components that and at the correct locations, age locations; (c) monitoring of
might be involved in the U.S.- Safeguards and security sys- process lines and remote instru-
Russian HEU to LEU (highly tems, including materials control mental surveillance; (d) use of
enriched uranium to low-enrich- and accounting and physical secure containers and storage;
ment uranium) process, protection, are designed to pro- and (e) the use of seals and iden-

vide varying degrees of control, tification codes. Material controls
Safeguards_ accounting, and protection fall into four functional areas:
an introduction depending on the different types, • Access controls of personnel to

quantities, physical forms, and nuclear materials; to nuclear
Physical protection primarily chemical or isotopic composition material accountability, inventory,

addresses the outsider threat, i.e., of the nuclear materials in a man- or measurement data; to data-
it detects, assesses, delays, com- ner consistent with the risks asso- generating equipment or to any
municates, and responds to such ciated with theft or diversion sce- other items or equipment that
a threat. Materials control primer- narios for those materials. This is might be manipulated to compro-
ily addresses the resider threat by called the principle of "graded mise the safeguards system.
providing detection capability for safeguards."



• Material surveillance programs • Maintain records and provide processed through pipes, reac-
that monitor nuclear materials to reports on nuclear materials, tors, extractors, etc. Some facili-
detect unauthorized activities. • Perform data analysis to account ties handle only items. Examples

• Material containment programs for nuclear materials to detect are storage facilities (where the
that provide control over nuclear losses of nuclear material, items might be storage contain-
materials operations for mated- • Help resolve apparent losses of ers), dismantlement facilities
als access areas, storage areas, nuclear materials. (where items would be nuclear
and in-process areas. This Basic materials accounting weapons parts) and nuclear reac-
can include the use of tamper- concepts include the ideas that tors (where the items would be
indicating devices (tags and nuclear materials must be mea- fuel assemblies). Some facilities
seals) on containers, sured and that the measurement handle both item and bulk materi-

• Detection and assessment capa- systems used must be subject to als. These facilities generally
bilities that, when interfaced with measurement control programs, receive items, process bulk, and
physical protection and material Locations of nuclear materials produce items. Examples could
accounting, provide a high prob- must be verified via periodic inven- be reprocessing, fuel fabrication,
ability of detection of removal of tories carried out according to doc- conversion, or blending facilities.
special nuclear materials from umented inventory procedures and As can be imagined, accounting
authorized locations. These in parallel with accounting and for items is much more straightfor-
capabilities can include functions confirmation measurements, ward than accounting for bulk
such as daily administrative Accounting records must be kept materials. The first may involve
checks of material balance and reports must be prepared peri- mainly tracking of containers with
areas; programs for control of odically from these records. The identification tags and/or seals,
tamper-indicating devices; portal accounting system must link all while the second may involve
monitors to facilitate physical or movements, transfers, processing, extensive and complex measure-
electronic search of vehicles, shipments, etc., of nuclear materi- ments. However, the quantity of
personnel, packages, or contain- als throughout a facility. It must nuclear material contained in an
ers for unauthorized removal of include data analysis and loss- item must be derived from some
special nuclear materials; waste detection programs (statistical type of measurement.
monitors; process monitoring; programs, inventory difference In material accounting,
and near-real-time accountability, evaluation, and shipper/receiver accounts are records that show

difference analysis). Finally, the the amounts of nuclear material
Nuclear material materials accounting system must at specific locations or in specific

accounting provide for the investigation and process equipment. Transactions
resolution of apparent losses of record the changes in accounts

Through nuclear material nuclear materials. This can be when nuclear material is trans-
accounting, the locations and accomplished through responding ferred from one location or process
quantities of nuclear materials to preset indicators and investiga- to another. A material balance
within a facility (and, during ship- tion and reporting, area (MBA) is an accounting
ment, between facilities) can be In general, there are two types device that usually corresponds
tracked. It comprises a set of of materials forms: "item" and to a specific physical area (or
procedures and systems to "bulk." "Item" materials are in areas) of a plant containing
• Perform nuclear material units--for example, fuel assem- related processes and/or storage

measurements, blies, containers of uranium hexa- areas. Flows of material into or

• Verify location and quantities fluoride, or containers of metal out of an MBA must be mea-
of nuclear materials through pieces. "Bulk" materials are not sured. The use of MBAs allows
physical inventories, partitioned; bulk materials would losses of nuclear material to be

be poured into receiving tanks and localized in space and time.
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Records of nuclear material Book Inventory out against the backgroundof
movements into, through, and - Ending Physical Inventory measurement uncertainties.
out of MBAs form the basis of the = Inventory Difference (ID) (2) Nuclear material loss-detection
materials accounting system for elements include control limits for
a facility. Material accounting The difference (if there is one) inventory differences, statistical
records systems must describe between the book inventory and tests for accounting and measure-
all nuclear material transactions the ending physical inventory is ment values, long-term inventory
and inventories; identify inven- called an inventory difference difference tracking, and SRD
tory adjustments by MBA; be (ID). Material unaccounted for detection. SRDs may be due to
updated regularly and by autho- (MUF) is a term used for ID in measurement uncertainty; differ-
rized personnel only; and provide international safeguards, ent measurement methods; errors
an audit trail for all transactions. A non-zero ID can mean that a in records, reports or measure-

A value for the total nuclear diversion or theft of nuclear mate- ments; or loss of material in tran-
material inventory present within rial has occurred. For such a sit. U.S. domestic safeguards
a given MBA (or for an entire conclusion to be drawn, however, materials accounting requires that
facility) can be obtained from the sufficient consideration must be SRD must be assessed and, if
accounting records. The funda- given to the quality of information found to be significant, resolved
mental accounting relati_i_qshipis present in the accounting data, according to procedures given in

including measurement uncer- DOE Orders.
Beginning Inventory + Receipts tainties. For any facility in which
- (Transfers + Shipments) nuclear materials are processed Measurements and

= Ending Inventory (1) in any way (taken out of their ini- measurement control
tial receipt containers and sub-

At the start of the accounting jected to some chemical and/or Measurement methodscan be
period(month, year, etc.) a physi- physical change), the accounting divided into destructive and non-
cal inventory is taken of the materi- records will necessarily contain destructive analyses, and bulk
als in each MBA. During the data corresponding to measure- (mass or volume) measurements.
period, nuclear materials will be ments of material. Since no mea- Destructiveanalyses include
moved and/or processed,mea- surement is perfectly accurate, chemical procedures (such as
surementswill be taken, and there will be uncertainties in the gravimetric, titration, and spec-
records of these will be kept as amounts of material recorded, trophotometry methods), mass
part of the accounting. A "book These uncertainties should be, as spectrometry (isotope ratios and
inventory"can be calculated for the far as possible, kept to a mini- isotope dilution mass spectrome-
MBA and/or for the facilityat the mum (a role played by measure- try), and radiometricmethods
end of an accounting periodby ment control programs, as dis- (grossalpha and otherssimilar to
taking the beginningphysical cussed below). They can, nondestructiveanalysis methods).
inventory and adding measured however, contribute to non-zero Nondestructiveanalyses can
receipts (or additions) andsub- IDs. Additionally,shipper/receiver involve gamma ray spectrometry
tracting measuredtransfers, ship- differences(SRDs)or generation (for example, to measure uranium-
ments, or othermeasured with- of hard-to-measureforms of mate- 235 186-keVand plutonium-241
drawals (forexample, waste rial (forexample, deposits in pipes 145-keV gamma iays), calorime-
materials). Ideally,the next physi- and tanks knownas "process hold- try, and passive and active neu-
cal inventory will equal the "book up") can also contributeto IDs. tron measurements.
inventory." Finally,the result of Detectionof a theft or a diversion Through the useof measure-
equation (1) is usedwith the end- of nuclearmaterial throughthe use ment control programs, all
ing physical inventory result as of IDs requiresthat the ID stand
expressedin equation (2):



measurements used in materials physical process sequence. For accounting, nuclear materials
_._ccountancycan be traceable to example, from weapons dismantle- control, physical protection and
the national measurement base by ment facilities, one would expect security, and human reliability
means of standards and reference HEU metal pieces in containers programs. These components
materials. The facility measure- (tagged and sealed, as appropriate) are shown in Figure 1, with
ment systems can be calibrated to be the output. Similarly, output emphasis on the development
against secondary or working start- from fuel fabrication facilities could steps needed for materials
dards. Standards are used for be low-enrichment uranium fuel accounting and materials control.
assessing measurement uncer- assemblies (tagged and sealed, as The specifics of a safeguards sys-
tainties. There are several differ- appropriate). Both of these exam- tem depend on the specifics of a
ent types of standards, including pies could be considered opportuni- facility, i.e., its physical layout,
those for mass, isotopic, chemical, ties for item accounting, processes, procedu_es.
and nondestructive analysis. Uranium-containing items from Early in the design of materials

Measurement control pro- a dismantlement facility that are accounting and control, based on
grams assess random and sys- shipped to storage or to conver- facility design information, MBAs
tematic measurement errors, sion facilities would have their tags must be defined for appropriate
Facilities must implement mea- and seals checked for integrity states, steps, buildings, processes,
surement control programs on vir- upon receipt. Fuel assemblies etc. For each MBA, nuclear
tually all measurement systems received at a power reactor would material measurement points
that generate accountability val- be similarly checked. Qnce items must be designated and account-
ues. These programs must pro- (containers) are used as input to ing systems must be set up.
vide for repeated measurements processing stages, item account- Fundamentally, the nuclear mate-
of materials with known values, ing ends and "bulk" accounting rials entering and leaving an MBA
detection of out-of-control condi- begins. This would be as true for must be determined or known,
tions, and measurement compar- a conversion facility as it would be and the physical inventory
isons. A program must provide for a reprocessing or fuel fabrica- within that MBA must also be
for maintenance of primary stan- tion facility. Bulk material move- obtainable.
dards, periodic recalibration of ments are more difficult to track, Material accounting for an MBA
secondary and working standards and materials control and would consist of ledgers that con-
and check weights, check weigh- accounting systems must tain data on beginning inventory,
ings of scales, and scale recali- accommodate this. receipts, transfers (including
bration when out-of-control cnndi- Movement of uranium between losses), and ending inventory.
tions are detected, facilities implies a need for mate- These data are recorded from pri-

rials control and accounting activ- mary documents that include
Uranium materials flow--- ities at both facilities, and linking transfer sheets, inventory forms,
MC&A implications the facilities as well. A state- measurement reports, etc. Each

wide nuclear materials control time an MBA receives material, a
As part of the U.S.-Russian and accounting system is essen- transfer document would indicate

HEU purchase, uranium extracted tially composed of integrated the amount and "batch" or other
from dismantled nuclear weapons facility-level MC&A systems, identification. The accounting
will pass through several physical tracking materials within and equations given earlier would be
and chemical processes on its between facilities, applied to the MBA and the
way to becoming low-enrichment "inventory difference" for the MBA
fuel for civilian nuclear power Development of could be tracked.
plants. Several different types of MC&A systems Simila_ or analogous mea-
facilities may be involved, each sures would apply for each MBA.
with its own physical layout and The main components of a A unifying accounting system
each with its own chemical/ nuclear materials safeguards sys- would fold together data for all

tem are: nuclear materials MBAs into one general ledger

Arms Control and Nonproliferation Technologies • Second Quarter 1993



from which an overall ID could output and containers could be an individual MBA. The physical
be determined for a facility/ tagged and sealed. The container process in MBA-1 could be metal-
process as a whole. "Acceptable" identities (serial or identification to-oxide reaction, in MBA-2 oxide-
values for individual IDs and for number) and contents would then to-fluoride reaction, in MBA-3
the universal ID depend on the be entered in the accounting docu- purification, etc. The transfer into
safeguards "value" of the nuclear ments and ledgers for that MBA. the MBA comprises several
material. For instance, the ID for Figure 2 provides a schematic MC&A measures, including:
an HEU stage should be much presentation of processing steps, (1) an entry in the preceding MBA
smaller than the ID for an LEU with each having been designated ledger for a transfer out of
stage. Further, as discussed
earlier, the integrity of the numer-
ical value of the ID is a function

of the quality of measurements Facility design and information
and of interactive accounting and
control components. |

Specific material control com- t
ponents that might be used for a
processing MBA should involve _, Component analysisi

physical access limitation to the !

process area (for example, per- Materialaccountingsystemdesign
sonnel carrying uranium contain- ; MBAdefinition
ers would have to pass through a 1 Measurementpointdesignation
physical portal and be screened Developmentof measurementcontrolprogram
upon entry to and exit from the Accountingdocumentation(ledgers,transferdocuments,Inventoryforms,reports,etc.)
MBA), and container tags/seals, Dataintegration
etc., would be monitored, i ...................

In general, when materials ....
move out of a physical process- Materialcontrolsystemdesign
ing stage (for example, a reactor
or centrifuge) they are either PhysicalaccesslimitationsSurveillancelayout
directly pumped to the next stage Administrativeaccesslimitations
or they are put in containers and Containmentprogram
physically moved from one stage Otherdetectionmethods

DataIntegrationto another. Safeguards "credit"
, i, ,,,

can be given for physically ,

restricted stages, as long as all ! Physicalprotectionplan I
inputs and outputs are monitored. I ............... I

As an example, the enclosure in I I
which a metal-to-oxide reaction I Humanreliabilityprogram I
occurs can be assumed to "con- /

tain" the nuclear materials during ;
that reaction. Once completed,
however, the oxide is again Nuclear safeguards system
"exposed" to a potential theft or
diversion. Thus, material account-
ing and control measures must be i Figure 1. General safeguards system development steps for any facility
implemented; for example, a mea- or process.
surement could be made of the

i

;



x amount of material in batches/ of materials and the container may be applied at storage
containers with identification num- identification numbers. The trans- areas and from the point that
bers; (2) confirmatory measure- fer out of MBA-1 would involve tags/seals are removed from
ments of the containers, and/or analogous steps to (1), (2), and incoming containers; similar
checking of tags/seals and docu- (3), except that the MBA-1 ledger limitations would apply as the
mentation of these steps; and would show a transfer out and processed material is moved to
(3) given that all material is pre- new tags/seals would be applied, containers. Surveillance may be
sent and that tags/seals are At the input of container con- used at any stage in which mated-
intact, an entry in the MBA-1 tents to the physical process, limi- als are being stored (temporarily
ledger for a receipt of x amount tations on access of personnel or for longer periods) before

transfer in or out of MBAs, or
before input into a physical

• L" ' process within an MBA.
Figure 2 indicates linkages

between MBAs. Transfer docu-

Physical IXO_._m8 mentationand material control
proceduresfor these linkages
must be used. The same principle
applieswhen the transfersare no
longersimply within one building
but are between buildings or even
between sites. Physical protection
can be provided anywhere, but will
almost certainly be used around
whole buildings and in transfers
between buildings and/or sites.

It must be emphasized that
the MC&A system described can-

. not be taken as complete or nec-
essarily even consistent, since

* .... : such a system would be highly
. _,. dependent on details of relevant

. .. facilities, processes, and proce-
dures. Further, a complete inte-
grated MC&A system for any

_ _?'..... nuclear materials processing
. - facility requires months of effort

, 1- to design, develop, test, imple-
ment, and evaluate.

i -

in Figure2. Nuclearmaterialsprocessingand transferbetweenMBAs.
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result in nonverification of integrity
include a missingTID, a TID serial

I_amewo_k Io_ al _ti][_g number discrepancy, a damagedev S01 TID, or an improperlyapplied TID.

t_lilllA__ " d tIlle . dOvJce Determining TID integrity may be
•"|_ll,_,,,|ca,,|_liu" accomplished by a number of_ ilil _ Iiii r llllp, iml

" a mu_'ec_ll_l_O|OlM|es means including visual inspection,use of automated readers,and
post-modem examination.

PadminiSokkappa typically applied to objects such Selection of a TID
LawrenceLivermoreNational as containers, packages, or
Laboratory doors in such a way that the inte- The decision about what kind

rior cannot be accessed without of TID to use requires weighing
damaging the integrity of the TIC. (i.e., trading off) factors such as

G ecisions aboutverification (Henceforth, the term container cost, relative potential improve-technology and implemen- will be used to refer to containers, ments in protection, and opera-
tation options should be made in a packages, doors, or other objects tional impacts. The primary red-
way that is logicaland defensible to which a TID may be applied.) son for using TIDs is to provide a
based on the availabledata. This TIDs generally have identification rapid and easy means of verifying
articledescribes a framework for characteristics, such as a serial that the contents of a container
evaluating tamper-indicating- number, that serve as a unique have not been altered after appli-
device (TID) technologies. In addi- identifier. This unique identifier cation of the TID. Therefore,
tion to serving as a decisionaid in serves to prevent replacement of severe operational impacts or
makingTID technology and imple- a violated TID with a new one. It susceptibility to innocent causes
mentationchoices, the evaluation may also serve as a reference for of nonverification of integrity (such
framework is also an aid indocu- locating records, such as a video as accidental damage, improper
menting assumptionsand techni- image, or other unique character- application, and misrecording or
cal performance,organizingand istics of the TID. Verification of misreading of unique identifiers)
focusing discussionson relative the integrity of a TID includes ver- defeat the purpose. Selection of
strengthsand weaknessesof alter- ifying that it has the correct the proper TID for a particular
native technologies,and guiding unique identifier(s), application requires careful con-
further technology development Verification of TID integrity pro- sideration of a number of impor-
activities, vides confidence that the situa- tant factors, including

tion is as intended. Conversely, • Purpose of the liD: The princi-
Purposes of TIDs a violated TID or nonverification pal purpose of a TID may be for

of integrity indicates possible material control, accountability,
The role of a TID is to alert tampering and should stimulate and/or protection against covert

authorities to unauthorized tam- investigative and/or corrective tampering.
pering with or opening of a con- actions. For example, nonverifi- ° Type of container: The design
tainer, package, door, or other cation of a TID on a nuclear of the container should accom-
objects to which a TID has been material container could be fol- modate the application of the
applied. TIDs are not designed lowed by measurements to verify TID. Availability of access paths
to prevent unauthorized tamper- that the contents of the container to contents of the container that
ing and can easily be removed or have not been altered. In addi- do not impact the integrity of the
broken. They are exactly what tion to an actual violation of TID TID should be considered.
their name implies: tamper- integrity, conditions that can
indicating devices. They are



• Robustness: The durability of any relevant maintenance and requirements (such as surface
the TID should be appropriate manpower costs, requirements or power supply) or
for the physical environment The general framework for constraints (such as temperature
and amount of activity to which evaluating TID technologies is range) that could limit its use.
the container will be exposed discussed below (see Figure 1). Implementation factors that
and the duration of use. The framework facilitates the Iogi- need to be defined include the

• Reliability: The level of suscep- cal and systematic consideration type of container to which the TID
tibility of the TID and associated of the above factors in selecting a will be applied, the location and
application/verification equip- TID for any particular application, method of application, the envi-
ment to random failure should ronment in which the TIDs will be

be acceptable. Evaluation framework applied (for example, indoors or
• Ease of application/removal: outdoors), the kind of handling

Consideration should be given to The first step in evaluating operations to which the containers
operational impacts. Removal of alternative TID technologies is to will be subjected after the TIDs
TIDs includes the removal of any identify the alternatives to be con- are applied, where and how these
associated glues or residues, sidered and to define them unam- containers will be stored, and

° Effectiveness: Vulnerability of biguously. Unambiguous defini- where the verification of the TIDs
the TID to evasion scenarios such tion of alternatives requires a will occur (indoors, outdoors, in a
as counterfeiting, resealing, or mixture of both technology speci- laboratory, etc.). If verification of
bypassing must be considered, fications and implementation fac- the TID uses pass/fail settings,

• Interface with other tors. The goal is to make explicit these settings should be speci-
safeguards and security ele- any key assumptions upon which fled. Assumptions about who
ments: Consideration should performance assessments may supplies, applies, and verifies the
be given to other safeguards be based. Technology specifica- TIDs, as well as the training these
and security elements protecting tions should include a description individuals are assumed to have
the container. This affects the of the verification process to had, should also be defined.
level of effectiveness required which the TID will be subjected, The measures used for evaluat-
and the credibility of potential including the security features to ing the technical performance of
evasion scenarios, be examined and the mechanism the alternatives should be compre-

• Cost: The cost of utilizing a par- for examining these features, def- hensive and include all the impor-
ticular TID technology includes inition of any application and/or tant factors that differentiate
the capital costs of the TIDs and verification equipment required, among alternatives and that are of
any associated equipment, plus and identification of any special concern to the decision maker.

The key performance measures of
concern when considering TIDs for

Performance a particular application have been
measures" divided into three categories--

fieldability, effectiveness, and cost.
T_hnology s_lfl©ations I Effectiveness>-I Measures of fieldability include the

- - "-I Technical Fieldability ,,.._I Policy lead time required for deployment
Implementation,.ctor. , performance .... .yl tradeoff

- y[ assessment Cost _I model (this includes time to obtain the-- required number of TIDs and asso-

t _ ciated equipment and, if applica-

.... ble, any remaining research and
Evasion development time); the portability

scenarios of application and verification
equipment; the robustness and
reliability of both the TIDs and
any associated equipment; and

B Figure 1. Framework for evaluating tamper-indicating-device technologies.
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operational impacts such as the the evasion team, and the by a technical understandingof the
time requiredfor application,verifi- equipment/materials that the eva- militaryand strategicsignificance
cation, and removal of the TIDs. sion team is assumed to pos- of violations. As noted earlier, the
Effectivenessrefers to the difficulty sess. Evasion scenarios for which principal purpose of the TID and its
of evadinga TID either by produc- covert perpetration is not possible interface with other safeguards
ing a counterfeit (i.e., replacing the given the other safeguards and and security elementsare impor-
TID with a duplicatethat is indistin- security elements protecting the tant considerations,and these fac-
guishable from the original) or containers should not be consid- tors may stronglyinfluencethe
accessingthe contents of the con- ered. Evasion scenarios fall into trade-offs to be made among per-
tainer withoutdamaging theTID or three categories: counterfeit; formance measures. If the TID is
leavingother detectable signs of reseal (removing the TID from the to be used broadlyas a compo-
tampering. Effectivenessis mea- container, accessing the contain- nent ina materialscontrol and
sured on three scales: the time ers contents, and then reapplying accountability program,cost and
requiredto carry out _heevasion the TID in such a way as to be ease of use may be key perfor-
attempt,the cost of carrying out undetectable); and bypass mance factors. On the other hand,
the evasion attempt, and the likeli- (accessing the contents of the if the primarypurpose of the TID is
hoodthat the evasion attempt container in a manner that does to protect against coverttampering
would be detected. Cost includes not affect the integrity of the TID, with a limitednumber of highly
the capital cost of the TIDs and such as cutting a hole in the bot- sensitive items, the key perfor-
associatedapplicationand verifica- tom of the container). In evaluat- mance factors may be effective-
tion equipment,any maintenance ir_gthe likelilqoodthat an evasion ness, robustness,and reliability.
costs,and the cost of any addi- attempt will be detected, the TID The performance measures,
tional manpower requirements verificatior_procedures must be technology specifications and
resultingfrom applicationandveri- considered. In particular, it is implementation factors that are
ficationactivities, important to know whether the considered in the framework have

Assessing the level of perfor- container itself will be examined been organized into worksheets
mance of each alternative for or just the TID. In evaluating to facilitate systematic evaluation
each of the performance mea- costs, the number of TIDs and documentation of the key fac-
sures requires careful considera- required must be determined as tors affecting TID technology
tion of the technology specifica- well as the number of sets of choice. Using the evaluation
tions and implementation factors, application and verification equip- framework can be of value even
For example, robustness of the ment, including the desired num- if policy trade-offs among perfor-
TID depends heavily on the han- ber of backups, mance measures are unknown
dling operations and conditions to Unless the performanceevalua- and only limited information about
which the container will be sub- tions show onealternativeto be the applicationcontext is avail-
jected. Performance related to the superior to all the otherson all per- able. Alternative technologies
effectivenessof a TID depends on formance measures,trade-offswill can be evaluated relative to the
the evasion strategies that may be have to be consideredin order to performance measures using a
used. The evasion strategies in make a technologychoice. Policy specified set of assumptions. The
turn depend on the type and size trade-offs among the performance effects of varying the assumptions
of the violations of concern. In measures (for example, cost or can also be considered. This type
order to evaluate the effective- operational impacts versus effec- of evaluation serves to identify the
hess of a TID, the assumptions tiveness) can easily vary depend- strengths and weaknesses of
about the evasion strategies must ing on the applicationcontext and alternative technologies, point out
be defined. This includes defin- are closely relatedto the nature of "technology gaps," and provide
ing the basic steps of the evasion the violationof concern. The viola- insights that may guide further
scenario, the level of expertise of tion of concern is itselfa policy technology improvements.

question that should be supported



service. At the producing facility,
the cylinder is filled with liquid

81_1i!11_ th_ Typl_ 30B UF6 of about 220°F, and this liq-
uid rapidly heats the steel con-

hl_:_ltlfluiiirlldl _ tainer to about the same temper-uranium ature. After filling, the cylinder is

.,...._-,_Un,_=r permitted to cool for about 3 daysto solidify the UF6, usually in an
open-air yard. In U.S. practice,
the valve is sealed for tamper
indication while the cylinder and

JosephDooley of standardized containers used valve are still hot.
OakRidgeNationalLaboratory for UF6 traffic.1 The cylinder nom- For long-distancetransport,the

inally holds 2.5 tons of UF6 and valve cover is installedand the
has an empty weight of about cylinder is lifted into an "overpack,"

B he Type 30B uranium hexa- 1400 pounds, which fits closely about the cylin-fluoride (UF6) cylinder is der, providing about 6 in. of
typically used for transport of low- Service environment padding and insulation on all sides.
enrichment (less than 5%) UF6, The overpack is split horizontally,
normally betweenthe enrichment The 30B cylinder (Figures 1 with latches around its perimeter
plant and the fuel fabricator's facil- and 2) is subjected to large tem- to hold it shut. The overpack also
ity. The cylinder is one of a family perature excursions in routine has loopson both halves to permit

the installationof tamper-indicating
devices. At its destination,the
cylinder is removedfrom the over-
pack andmay be stored for an
extended time,either in an open
yard or shed.

If the cylinder contents mustbe
sampledas part of the receiving
process,the cylinder is moved to
an autoclave(steam-heatedenclo-
sure), where the valve cover and
port cover (under the seal) are
removed. Then a line is con-
nectedto the port, and the auto-
clave is closed and heated to liq-
uefy the contentsagain (about
220°F). After withdrawalof the
sample,the cylinder is reclosed,
resealed,and returned to a cool-
down pad, and eventually
returned to storage.

Several heating and cooling
cycles are therefore inherent in
the service life of the 30B, which
creates a difficult and demanding
service environment for the tags

II Figure 1.Schematicof theUF6cylindermodel30B. and seals.
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Description drain and dry the cylinder after tabs on the end dome and into the
decontamination or after hydrosta- cover from both sides. One ver-

The 30B is made from 1/2-in.- tic pressure testing for initial or sion of the cover uses only the
thick carbon steel. The dimen- periodic certification, bolts to secure it, while another
sions of the 30B UF6 cylinder, A nameplate spot-welded to the version uses a pair of small hooks
shown in Figures 1 and 2, are valve end of the cylinder identifies in conjunction with the bolts to
nominally 30 in. diameter by the cylinder during normal service secure the cover.
81-1/2 in. long. It has slightly tracking and provides other techni-
domed ends, overhung by skirts cal data about the cylinder. Seals test-fitted
on each end. A valve cover, made from 11- on the 30B

There are two penetrations gage steel (approximately 1/8 in.
into the cylinder, the valve at the thick), is usually provided with By virtue of the limited number
top of one end and a drain plug at each cylinder. The cover is basi- of entry points to the cylinder, few
the bottom of the opposite end. cally a box that covers the valve, provisions for seals have been
The valve is used to fill and empty fits within the overhang of the made or are needed. Simple and
the cylinder in normal operation, cylinder skirt, and is secured by effective tamper-indicating devices
The drain plug is removed only to two eyebolts that thread through have been used routinely in the

enrichment industry to seal the
drain plug and valve.

The drain plug can be sealed
: with any type of loop seal, such

as in Figure 3 with an E-cup-and-
wire seal. Seals such as cobra,
python, SLITS, or an electronic
identification device were also fit-

ted on the drain plug. Figure 3
shows one permissible version
of the drain-plug sealing loop, a
loop actually welded to the plug.
The other version is the use of a

if:'

n Figure 3. E-cup-and-wireseal in
place on Type 30B cylinder drain plug.

II Figure 2. Type30B UF6 cylinder. Valve is above name plate on end facing
camera. Valve cover is on the ground at the near end.



plug with a small-diameter hole however, are exceptions because Essentially, the seals and tags
drilled through the wrench flats, their aluminum bronze construc- are applied so as to establish the
which can permit threading of tion usually has a good surface for identity of the cylinder and its con-
loop seals, adhesion. The EIDbolt seal can- tents as early as possible in the

The skirt's extensionbeyond not be employed because no transport-storage-use sequence.
the dome ends of the 30B cylinder appropriate bolts exist on the 30B Negotiations would define the
providesa protectedarea for seals cylinder, although the seal might specific path that the blended
to be attached. This reduces the be usedon the overpack bolts, material takes and the degree of
probabilityfor accidentaldamage, The EID loop seal, whose elec- assurance that the parties desire,
providedthat seals or tags use tronics may not survive the ther- including the points at which the
loopswith littleslack, thus keeping mal cycling, is not likely to be use- sampling occurs.
the seal sheltered, ful on the 30B. For each sampling, the cylinder

The valve itself may be sealed will experience unsealing, heatup,
in a number of ways, several of Application pointers a valve open/reclose cycle, reseal-
which were fitted to the 30B cylin- ing, and cooldown. Because the
der. The shape of the valve per- Multiple layersof tags or seals drain plug is not opened during
mits a transparent bag to be can be used, but the e.xactcombi- the sequence, that area is a good
secured around the entire valve nation should be chosen carefully, location for oneof the robust tags
assembly using any loop seal as For example,a seal appliedto the or seals that establishes the iden-
a drawstring. Figure 3 shows the valve itself is not readilyaccessible tity of the container throughout the
E-cup-and-wire seal in the appli- for inspection if the valve cover is sequence. SLITS, cobra, python,
cation. Space inside the valve also sealed, unlessthe valve cover and the E-cup-and-wireseal are
cover will accommodate any of seal is broken, replaced,and docu- likely candidates provided their
the loop seals, mented. The prescribedlevel of components and features are able

The entire valve and port inspectionsfor verificationof cylin- to withstand the serviceenviron-
cover maybe enclosed in a der identityand condition mustbe merit. The E-cup-and-wireseal,
shrink-wrappedseal inside the consistent with practicality, already used in UF6 traffic, has
valve cover; however, the shrink The choice of a tag and seal wide acceptance in the industry.
wrap must be ableto tolerate the also fulfills two purposes. First, it The valve can be secured
peak temperatureof about 220°F. identifies the cylinder and its con- immediately after the cylinder-
Seals derived from tamper tapes tents. Second, it helps ensure filling operation. From an opera-
also can be employed on the valve integrity of contentsduring the tions viewpoint, common sense
port cover if care is taken to place shipment-storage-usesequence, would have the combination tag
the bar code so that it can be read. A logical conclusion is that cylin- and seal be as similar to existing

Some seals do not work on the der identity could be maintained commercialpracticeas the nature
30B cylinder. Because of extreme primarily by the drain plug tag/seal of the sequence permits. Tamper
thermal cycling and consequent while integrity of contents could tape or shrinkwrapscould be used
rustycondition of the external sur- be ensured throughthe transport on the valve, augmentedby the
faces, tags or seals that rely upon sequence by less complex use of a bagwith one of the more
direct adhesion are not suitable, tags/seals. Using a more elabo-
The port cover and valve body, rate seal could make the shipment

more readily identifiable in some
scenarios.
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1

robust tags andseals as a draw- removedin seconds to verify the the loop seals, and a long, contin- /
string, a combinationvery much integrityof any tag/sealapplied to uous, sealing loop could permit Ilike existing practice. In this case, the valve itself. If the cylinder is single-point inspection of the
all the loop-typetags/seals, includ- to be transported a significantdis- overpack seal. The latches on
ing the EID loop,couldbe used tance, the cylinder is placed in an U.S. overpacks permit the attach-
becausethe valve seal is broken overpack,and the valve cover is ment of the EID bolt monitor.
before heating or is installed not accessible without opening Tamper tapes are also viable for
after cooling, the overpack, which may itselfbe the overpack. The E-cup-and-

As the testing at ORNL showed, sealed. Thus, little is gained by wire seal is routinely used for
the valve cover accommodates sealing the valve cover when overpack seals.
any of the loop seals. However, other tags/sealsare applied.
sealing the valve cover would be The overpack offers possibili- Reference
redundant. The cover is normally ties for using the full spectrum of
in place only when the cylinder is the tags and seals, except for 1. ANSIStandard,Uranium
being moved; it is designedto b,.. shrink wrapping. For example, HexafluoridePackagingfor

eyes on the halves of the over- Transport, ANSI-N14.1-1991.
pack permit application of any of



container and the various seals

developed by the participating

ealinq the AT 400R national laboratories and the DNA.
" Minor modifications were made to

_1_t_|_1_ the container:• A locking ring with a security
bolt was applied to the lid of the
overpack. The security bolt is
similar to the one used on the

Robert Courtney and Ken Ystesund Description DOT 6M container.
Sandia National Laboratories ®The heads of the 12 overpack

The present AT-4 00R-series lid bolts were drilled to accom-
design consists of an outer con- modate the loop-type seals

D he AT-400R container for tainer (overpack) and two possible used in the demonstration andshipping/storage of fissile configurations for the inner con- subsequent evaluations.
materials is under development at tainment vessel, both capable of • The rim edge of the inner con-
Sandia National Laboratories in being used for transport. The tainment vessel was ground flat
support of the program for Safe inner containment vessel of the in one location to permit easier
and Secure Dismantlement (SSD) AT-402R has a bolted lid that application of Pacific Northwest
of nuclear weapons. (In some allows easy access to the con- Laboratory's tamper tape seal.
circles, the SSD program is now tents; for long-term storage condi- (Any proposed modifications for
known as the Cooperative Threat tions, the AT-401R inner lid is the AT-400R container will be
Reduction program.) The con- welded to the inner containment coordinated with the Sandia
tainer was evaluated to demon- vessel. The inner containment design group and may result in a
strate the utility of seals devel- vessel used during this demonstra- change in container designation.)
oped by the DOE national tion and evaluation was the stor-
laboratories and the Defense age version with a welded lid; con- Tagging and sealing
Nuclear Agency (DNA). sequently, there were no features of the AT-400R

that would allow the application of
loop-type seals. Table 1 shows the facility and/or

Although the design features of agency responsible for applying
the AT-400R container for the SSD specific seal technologies to desig-
Program are well established, the nated locations of the AT-4 00R
overpack was slightly modified container for these evaluations.
here to accept the E-cup-and-wire To facilitate the application of
seal normally used on the DOT 6M the tamper tape to the inner

[] Figure 1. E-cup-and-wire seal
applied to (left) the overpack locking
ringsecurity bolt and (right) the over-
pack rid bolts on the AT-4OOR
container.

[] Figure 2. Secure loop inspectable
tagseal applied to the overpack [] Figure 3. Tamper tape applied to
locking ring security bolt. the inner containment vessel.
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containment vessel, a flat region Handling of the AT-400R seal through both the locking ring
approximately 2 in. long was bolt and the bolts securing the
ground on the outer edge of the Procedures have not been lid provide a layered protection
lid rim. A flat region to accom- established for the AT-4OORcon- scheme that would provide greater
modate the tamper tape could tainer to handle highly enriched assurance that the container had
become part of the container uranium (HEU). However, some not been compromised. There is
fabrication specifications, general guidelines can be sug- the possibility of using only one

The drilled bolts that secure gested. If the containers are to be loop seal to tie the locking ring
the lid to the overpack provided a stacked, there is a potential danger security bolt to the bolts used to
convenient method of applying all of damaging seals applied to the secure the lid to the container.
types of loop seals. However, top of the container. Similarly, Because of their dimensions, the
several washers had to be used there is a possibility of damaging a cobra seal, the E-cup-and-wire
to raise the bolt heads above the seal if it is pcrmitted to hang on the seal, and the SLITS are the lead-
reinforcing ring to achieve the side of the container. The SLITS ing candidates to be installed on
clearance necessary to apply the and the cobra seal can utilize pro- the overpack lid bolts if the con-
loop-type seals. The final AT-4OOR tective covers that may eliminate or tainers are to be stacked. The
design is expected to have beveled minimize damage to the seal body. current python body is too large to
edges on the countersunk holes in be applied in this manner.
the reinforcing ring, which will Application scenarios The two seals best suited for
facilitate seal installation, application to the inner contain-

The tamper tape, when used in The most likely sealing Ioca- ment vessel include tamper tape
conjunction with the shrink-wrap tions on the AT-400R container and shrink wrap. Either could be
film, can serve as a reference point and associated seal technologies used alone, but together they
for seal verificationduring subse- are listed in Table 1. The shrink- provide a complementary, lay-
quent inspections of the shrink- wrap seal was not suggested for ered tamper detection system.
wrap patterns. This particular lay- use on the outside container Typically, the use of a layered
ered tamper detection scheme because of the high probability for tamper detection system enhances
does not involvemodifications to damage. Use of the tamper tape security while providing a backup
the inner containment vessel, over the locking ring and a loop seal if one is accidentally damaged.

Table 1. Seal applications.

Container location Seal technology Applying agency or facility

Overpack lockingring Tamper tape (see page27) PacificNorthwestLaboratory

Overpacklockingringsecuritybolt E-cup-and-wireseal (see Figure 1, page 18) PacificNorthwestLaboratory

Secureloopinspectabletag/seal Defense NuclearAgency/
(see Figure2, page 18) BDM Federal

Cobraseal (see page26) Sandia NationalLaboratories

Bolt-typeelectronicidentificationdevice LawrenceLivermore
(see page29--applied as on DOT 6M) NationalLaboratory

Overpacklidbolts E-cup-and-wireseal (see Figure1, page 18) PacificNorthwestLaboratory

Secure loopinspectabletag/seal Defense NuclearAgency/
BDM Federal

Pythonseal (see page25) Sandia NationalLaboratories

Innercontainmentvessel Tamper tape (see Figure3, page 18) PacificNorthwestLaboratory

Shrinkwrap(see page30) Sandia NationalLaboratories



1973 Edition, and U.S. regula-
tions. Specification 6M requires

ealin.g the.DOT certain parameters forthe con-
tainer's physical construction,

specilicatlon 6M authorized contents, marking andlabeling, and oiher general

container conditions.The containers are steel drums

ranging in size from 10 to 110 gal-
lons. Standard construction is

Hatvor A. Undem used if HEU were to be shipped shown in Figure 1. The drum also
Pacific Northwest Laboratory directly from the Russian Republic contains an inner container con-

to the United States. structed to DOT Specification 2R

B (Figure 2). It is this inner 2R con-ontainers manufactured Description and trans- thiner that actually holds the fis-
to U.S. Department of portation requirements silo material.
Transportation (DOT) Specification The authorized fissile contents
6M have been used by DOE in the The DOT 6M container meets of the DOT 6M include uranium-
United States to ship fissile materi- regulatory requirements for pack- 233, uranium-235, and various
his. The Highly Enriched Uranium aging of certain fissile materials as isotopes of plutonium. However,
(HEU) Transportation Study 1sug- prescribed in International Atomic there are restrictions on the allow-
gested that they might also be Energy Agency (IAEA) Series 6, able quantities of any of these,

depending on the form of the
material (metal or alloy vs com-
pound), particle size, the ratio of

Boltring ,_j,___ hydrogen to fissile atoms in the

Headandgasket"-_._/'_ __ _ .i" Bolt inner container, decay heat rates,

_-',_""-I_: ........::_,tjV" and isotopics. For example, urn-

([/_':_: _ _,:_i:_'_ anium-235maximumshipmentsenrichmentareoflimited93.5%,t°
Solidindustrialcore /' Ventholes and quantities of 7.2 to 13.5 kg in

fiberboard,hardwood, ./_ metal or alloy form.orplywood...."_._-....

Other general conditions for use.....DOT2R of the DOT 6M include documen-
containeror tation requirements for use of the

Requiredforpackages equivalent 6M certification, quality control
havingauthorizedgross ,,_. documentation, registration compli-

weightinexcessof ance, and others. 1 The DOT 6M
219kg (480Ib) . • DOT6C or 17C

orequivalent certificate provides authorization to
transport fissile materials in the 6M

.... certified container only "from point
,.-...... Rollinghoop of entry to final destination within

the United States and from point of
origin in the United States to point
of exit.''1 However, as stated ear-

lier, the specification currently sat-
. isfies IAEA regulations. The

' II Figure 1. Typical assembly detail for DOT 6M container, current certification expires on
: February 28,1994.
i
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Tagging and sealing as those mentioned above, were radioactive substances and/or fis-
of the DOT 6M described in a previous issue of sile materials. These require-

this publication. 2 rnents are generally documented
The DOT 6M specification in the form of local orders or pro-

explicitly calls for the closure Handling of the DOT 6M cedures. An example from
device on the container to "have Hanford Operations is Procedure
means for the attachment of a Handling requirements for Z0-200-520. 3
tamperproof lock wire and seal or DOT 6M containers vary with The purpose of the Hanford
equivalent. ''1 A standard tamper- respect to organizations (Pacific procedure is to provide instruc-
indicating device (TID) for the Northwest Laboratory vs Oak tions to workers for inspecting
DOT 6M is the E-cup seal with Ridge National Laboratory, for DOT 6M containers and subse-
lock wire (see page 24). example) and within organiza- quently loading them with canned

Equivalent TIDs developed by tions, depending on the content nuclear material, in this case, plu-
the U.S. government for arms con- of the container and criticality tonium oxide. It deals explicitly
trol and nonproliferation purposes requirements, with precautions and limitations,
may also be useful in sealing the Loading, handling, and ship- prerequisite actions, tools, equip-
DOT 6M container. "Loop and ping requirements are developed ment and material requirements,
lock" concepts, similar to the E- at local sites in compliance with and performance. Material Control
cup-and-wire principle, include the local, state, and federal laws with and Accountability (MC&A) and
SLITS (secure loop inspectable respect to environment, safety, Safeguards and Security (SAS)
tag and seal) device developed by and health, as well as control of requirements must be accommo-
the Defense Nuclear Agency dated as well.
(page 28), the electronic loop and Precautions and limitations
seal device developed by include concerns for criticality
Lawrence Livermore National and safety. Among the criticality
Laboratory (page 29), and the requirements are minimum spac-
python and cobra seals developed ing restrictions, limitations on the
by Sandia National Laboratories number of containers that can be
(pages 25 and 26). Although open at any one time, and limita-
similar to the E-cup and wire in tions on the amount of fissile
installation, these arms control- material per the DOT 6M specifi-
developed seals provide a far cation. The maximum decay
more sophisticated unique identifi- heat is also cited.
cation (i.e., tagging) function, as Another section, prerequisite
well as highly sophisticated actions, includes balancing cur-
tamper indication, rent calibration for MC&A pur-

There are also arms control poses. Tools, equipment, and
TIDs that provide an equivalent material include references to
tagging and sealing function with- other procedures and documents,
out using the "loop and lock" princi- and complete lists of required
pie. Examples include Livermore's tools and safety equipment. One
bolt-on electronic identifying tag of the procedures, Z0-200-028,
(page 29), Pacific Northwest Move Nuclear Material, 4 includes
Laboratory's tamper tape seal II Figure 2. Inner container (DOT
(page 27), and Sandia's shrink Specification 2R) that holds
wrap (page 30). Some of these fissile material.
TIDs and their operation, as well



all site transportation require- Application scenario References
ments for moving the DOT 6M
when loaded, including the use of Although current plans call 1. DepartmentofEnergy,Officeof
specially trained crews, for blending of the HEU to low- Arms Controland Nonproliferation,

Finally, the performance sec- enrichment uranium (LEU), and HEU TransportationStudy,
tion of the procedure contains subsequent shipment of LEU to Appendix D-1 (September 1992).
detailed, step-by-step instructions the United States, there still exists 2. Verification Technologies,ThirdQuarter 1992, Department of
for inspecting, labeling, and the issue of transparency mea- Energy, Office of Arms Control
loading the DOT 6M container, sures with respect to Russian and Nonproliferation,
Explicit instructions are provided HEU before it is blended. DOE/DP/OAC/VT-92B.
for inspecting the shipping con- The DOT 6M could be applied 3. PlutoniumFinishing Plan,
tainer, labeling the container, pack- in this scenario, and used to trans- Environmental Waste Operations,
ing the containment vessel, and port Russian HEU from dismantle- Inspectand Load DOT-6M
closing up the DOT 6M container, ment facilities to conversion and Containers,Pacific Northwest

The inspection procedure, for blending facilities. However, the Laboratory,Westinghouse Hanford
example, includes 23 explicit use of the container and TIDs on Operations, Hanford, WA, Z0-200-
steps, some with substeps, includ- the container cannot be separated 520, Rev/Mod E-0 (June 1992).
ing Quality Control and Radiation from the MC&A and SAS infra- 4. Plutonium FinishingPlan,Environmental Waste Operations,
Protection Technician surveys, structure in which the container Move Nuclear Material, Pacific
Labeling the shipping container is used. The problem must be Northwest Laboratory,
involves 7 steps. Packing the con- worked as a whole. DOE, with Westinghouse Hanford Operations,
tainment vessel requires 18 steps its weapons complex, fissile Hanford, WA, Z0-200o028,
and 5 criticality warnings. Finally, materials handling, and tags and Rev/Mod E-2 (April 1992).
closing up the DOT 6M container seals expertise, remains a prime
calls for 18 steps, including appli- U.S. resource in examining issues
cation of TIDs which are controlled related to MC&A, SAS, and the
and logged, related use of TIDs as this impor-

tant transaction is executed

between the Russian Republic
and the United States.
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Appendix

Tag and seal technologies
evaluated at the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant
demonstration



-cup-and-wiretamper-
indicating seal

he conventional E-cup-and-wirecombination isused as a tamper-indicatingdevice for routine
shipments of 30B UF6cylinders within the United
States, Each E-cup contains a stamped number that
the shipper provides to the receiver, and the receiver
verifies the seal number and that the seal is intact when
the containers arrive at his facility. The E-cup is formed
by a press-fit of two separate halvesthat clamps to a
wire holding a plastic bag around the cylinder valve.

__ • E-cupsealappliedto DOT6Mcontainer• E-cupseal componentIJ_._.rts

• E-cupseal
appliedto Type
30BUF6container
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ython seal

he python seal is a passive fiber-optic loop sealconsisting of a clear, polycarbonate seal body
and a loop of fiber-optic cable. Installation is effected
by looping the cable ends through or around the object I Python seal
to be sealed and terminating the loop in the seal body. applied to DOT 6M
At installation, a unique pattern is created on the seal container
face at the ends of the fiber-optic bundle. This pattern
is photographically recorded. For an additional level of
security, the seal includes a reflective particle tag that i._
photographed with the optical fiber pattern. Verification
of seal integrity after installation is accomplished by
comparison of an image obtained at the time of verifica-
tion with that obtained at installation. The verification

function can be performed automatically using a com-
puter-based reader and correlator, or by an operator
making visual comparisons of photo images.

d
"'_ m Python seal applied to AT-4OORcontainer

Python seal applied to Type 30B UF6 container



obra seal

he cobra seal is a passivefiber-optic loop sealconsistingof a clear, polycarbonateseal body
anda loopof fiber-opticcable. Installationis effected by
loopingthe cable ends throughor aroundthe object to
be sealed and terminatingthe loop in the seal body. At
installation,a uniquepattern is created on the seal face
at the ends of the fiber-optic bundle. This pattern is pho-
tographicallyrecorded. Verificationof seal integrityafter
installationis accomplishedby comparisonof an image
obtainedat the time of verificationwith that obtained at
installation. Seal images are recordedwith a still video
photographicverifier andcan be printed for manual
comparisonsordisplayed on a video monitor.

it Cobrasealappfiedto DOT6Mcontainer

[] Cobraseal duringapplicationto AT-4OORcontainer

[] Cobraseal verificationreader
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amper tape

Top view

[;] - illlllllllllillllltlltamper tape is an adhesive-backed label that pos- _Isesses various tamper-indicating, transfer-resis-
Barcode

tant, or counterfeit-resistant properties. Commercial I (serial
tamper tapes are composed of multiple layers of vari- ,, I number)

OUSpolymers, papers, patterns, devices, or other mate- A
rials--all mixed with layers of adhesives. Tampering I
activities can easily cause observable changes in tape !
structure, such as separation of layers, discoloration, or
bubbling. Designs have incorporated material based Letter
on coated glass beads embedded in a brittle bonding Window Serial Intrinsic designator
layer that, in the event of tampering, would be disrupted number reflective
and cause distortion of a logo pattern reflected from a signature

layer beneath the beads; printed serial numbers and Enlarged side view
accompanying bar codes; and an adaptation of reflec-
tive particle tagging technology, which makes use of Reflectorlayer , Glassbeads
materials containing optically reflective particles to gen- (vapor (highindex

deposited of refraction;erate complex signatures. Logo ZnS'
printing ' 60pm i.d.) Bead

bond

uinderlay
Adhesive

Slipsheet

• Tamper tape seal component parts

• Tamper tape
seal applied to DOT
2R container

• Tamper tape seal applied to AT-4OORcontainer _



ecure loop inspectable
tag/seal (SLITS)

B he SLITS is a loop tag and/or seal that allows • SLITSsealhigh-confidence, on-site, tamper determination, applied to DOT6Mcontainer

SLITS incorporates a loop that, at installation, is .,_,,
wrapped around the item to be secured, and whose
ends are then firmly attached to an optically clear seal
(joint) block. The loop ends are embedded in an
epoxy/reflective particle mixture within the block. As
the epoxy hardens, the positions of the reflective parti-
cles and loop fibers become fixed and create a unique
optical pattern when illuminated. The materials com-
posing the loop make tampering, such as splicing,
readily apparent. The seals are highly resistant to
seamless chemical bonding and facilitate both tactile
and visual inspection. The identity and integrity of the
seal inside the joint block are established by correla-
tion of video images taken at the time of inspection
with images taken at the time of construction of the
tag/seal. Correlations are performed automatically
by a video recording system.

Optional protective sheath

Polycarbonate joint for loop material
housing the SNL
developed reflective
particle signature

Loop closure embedded
in the reflective particle signature

Loop materials and
construction selected to
resist and reveal covert

adversarial attack

• SLITS seal component parts

• SLITS seal verification reader
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olt andloopelectronic
ndentducatnondevnces

Q lectronic identification devices (EIDs) are elec-tronic tags that are attached to accountable t

objects. To authenticate the identityof a tag, a small
hand-held reader is used to send a random number to
the tag for encryption. The tag's encryptor encodes
the received random number using internal keys. A
response that is unique to the internal keys is then
transmitted back to the reader. Foreknowledge of a
tag's keys permits verification of a correct match of tag
input and output data. The heart of the electronic tag
is a microprocessor chip that holds the encryption keys
and communicates with integrated tamper sensors and
with the outside world. EIDs have been fabricated as a
bolt-type tag and as a fiber-optic-type seal. The bolt-
type tag consists of an EID mounted on a unit that can
be screwed onto the bolt. Attempted tampering or • Fiber-optic EIDsealandverificationreaderapplied to
transfer of the bolt is recorded. The fiber-optic-type DOT6Mcontainer
seal is a device that performs the same function as the
bolt tag, but employs a fiber-optic loop seal that can
strung through one or several containers.

• Bolt-typeEIDverificationreader

• Bolt-typeEIDappliedto DOT6Mcontainer



hrink-wrapseals

Q hrink-wrap seals are typically prepared usingtwo layers of a clear thin film that are wrapped
around the object to be sealed. When heat is applied
the layers of shrink film having differing ink patterns
tighten non-uniformly around the object being pro-
tected and in many cases conform to its surface. The
spatial relationship between the patterns on each layer
is unpredictable for each seal. It is the random shrink-
age of the overlapping patterns that forms a unique fin-
gerprint for the seal, which precludes removal and
replacement with an identical seal.

!,k
• Shrink-wrap seal appfied to AT-4OORinner container

• Shrink-wrap seal
applied to DOT 6M
inner container

Ni Shrink-wrap application procedure
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